CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusions

From the data and findings in the previous chapter, it concluded that:

1. The Javanese children’s name were derived from various sources of name. The sources of name which were found, namely: names of motherland, personal features, occupations, the time of birth, objects around, traditions or local customs, variations of another name, geographical places, names of important people, names of ancestors, names based on nature, harmony of names, and innovation names.

2. There were three forms of modern names found in Kelurahan Tanjung Mulia, namely: namely names with a Javanese influence, the use of western name elements and names with an Islamic influence.

3. There were five reasons which were chosen by the parents to give their children’s name, namely: tradition and family, international names, aesthetic values and positive meanings, current names and parents’ name identity.

5.2 Suggestions

Dealing with the findings of the research, suggestions are stated as following:

1. It is suggested that the Javanese parents should maintain and develop their
way in giving a name to their children. Even though, there are still Javanese influences, the parents can combine the names by using the western and islamic elements as the result of modern names.

2. It is suggested that other researchers should be more concerned with to the traditional personal names but it is manifestated by the modern concept.

3. It is suggested that the linguists should write more books or references about modernization of Javanese personal names.